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The Miniaturist

The Fever

Jessie Burton

Megan Abbott

"There is nothing hidden that will not be revealed..." On a
cold winter's day in 1686, eighteen-year-old Nella Oortman
knocks at the door of a grand house in the wealthiest
quarter of Amsterdam. She has come from the country to
begin a new life as the wife of illustrious merchant trader
Johannes Brandt, but instead she is met by his sharptongued sister, Marin. Only later does Johannes appear and
present her with an extraordinary wedding gift: a cabinetsized replica of their home. It is to be furnished by an
elusive miniaturist, whose tiny creations mirror their real-life
counterparts in unexpected ways... Nella is at first mystified
by the closed world of the Brandt household, but as she
uncovers its secrets she realises the escalating dangers
that await them all. Does the miniaturist hold their fate in her
hands? And will she be the key to their salvation or the
architect of their downfall?

Picador • HB • Historical Fiction

9781447250890

$39.99

The Nashes are a close-knit family. Tom, a popular
teacher, is father to the handsome, roguish Eli and his
younger sister Deenie, serious and sweet. But their
seeming stability is thrown into chaos when two of
Deenie's friends become violently ill, and rumours of a
dangerous outbreak sweep through the whole
community. As hysteria swells and as more girls
succumb, tightly held secrets emerge that threaten to
unravel the world Tom has built for his kids, and destroy
friendships, families, and the town's fragile idea of
security. The Fever is a chilling story about guilt, family
secrets, and the lethal power of desire.

Picador • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447226321

Angelica's Smile

The G File

Andrea Camilleri

Hakan Nesser

When members of Vigata's elite are targeted in a series of
perfectly executed burglaries, Inspector Montalbano
reluctantly takes the case. It soon becomes clear however
that more links these privileged few than simply their lost
possessions . . . It isn't long too before Montalbano finds
himself taken with one of the victims, the captivatingly
beautiful young Angelica. But as the detective's attraction
grows - until he can think of little else - a series of strange,
anonymous letters claiming responsibility for the thefts
begin to arrive . . . With the allure of Angelica beginning to
consume him and his relationship with Livia under threat,
Montalbano must focus his mind to solve this perplexing
investigation before events spiral out of all control. . .

Mantle • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447249115

$37.99

Season of Fear

1987. Verlangan, a former cop turned private detective is
hired by a woman to follow her husband Jaan 'G'
Hennan. A few days later, his client is found dead at the
bottom of an empty swimming pool. Maardam police, led
by Chief Inspector Van Veeteren, investigate the case.
Van Veeteren has encountered Jaan 'G' Hennan before
and knows only too well the man's dark capabilities. As
more information emerges about G's shadowy past, the
Chief Inspector becomes more desperate than ever to
convict him. But G has a solid alibi - and no one else can
be found in relation to the crime. 2002. Fifteen years
have passed and the G File remains the one case former
Chief Inspector Van Veeteren has never been able to
solve.

Mantle • HB • Crime & Mystery

9780230766297

$39.99

The Reckoning

Brian Freeman

Rennie Airth

Lake Wales, Central Florida. Ten years ago, a political
fundraiser became a bloodbath when a hooded assassin
carried out a savage public execution. Three men were
massacred, casting a dark shadow over the Sunshine State.
A decade on, history is threatening to repeat itself. The
widow of one victim, herself now running for Governor, has
received an anonymous threat - a newspaper clipping from
that fateful day, along with the chilling words 'I'm back.'
Florida detective Cab Bolton agrees to investigate the threat
against this candidate, Diane Fairmont: an attractive
politician who has a complicated history with Cab's mother,
Hollywood actress Tarla Bolton - and with Cab himself. But
by doing so, Cab is entering dangerous waters. Fairmont's
political party is itself swamped in secrecy - a fact that,
unknown to Cab, has led one of its junior staff to start
asking very sensitive questions about the death of a party
employee.

Quercus • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781782068969

$34.99

$39.99

The Second World War has ended, leaving a bruised and
fragile peace. But this tranquillity is threatened when a
shocking murder takes place in the Sussex countryside.
Before long, police experts discover a link to another,
earlier, killing hundreds of miles away . . .While Scotland
Yard detective Billy Styles struggles to find a link
between these two murders, a strange twist of fate brings
former Detective Inspector John Madden into the
investigations. As the victim count rises it becomes clear
that to catch this serial killer Madden, Styles and young
policewoman Detective-Constable Lily Poole must act
quickly. But Madden remains haunted by the mysteries at
the heart of the case. Why was his name in a letter the
second target had been penning, just before he died?
Could the real clue to these perplexing murders lie within
the victims' pasts? And within his own?

Mantle • HB • Crime & Mystery

9781447261223

$39.99

Friends to Die For

Love Like the Movies

Hilary Bonner

Victoria Van Tiem

A group of friends living in Covent Garden are subjected to
the whims of a dangerous prankster. At first, the tricks are
somewhat funny, if inconvenient. But as they continue
they become more violent until finally someone lies dead.
As the remaining friends struggle to manage their grief
and identify the culprit, suspicion soon falls close to home
and secrets once furtively kept hidden are brought to light.
Alliances are formed, and the once cosy group begins to
turn on each other. Could one of them really be capable of
murder?

Macmillan • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9780230766648

$39.99

Kenzi Shaw has her life scripted out down to the last line the career she's building as an up-and-coming marketing
exec, the gorgeous fiance (Bradley) she'll marry in a
fairytale wedding, the children they'll raise in her dream
home. But when heartbreaking ex Shane comes back into
her life, life starts going off the script . . . Shane tries to win
Kenzi over by re-enacting all the rom com movies they
used to watch together - Sleepless in Seattle, Bridget
Jones' Diary, Pretty Woman and Dirty Dancing to name a
few. He's just a guy, standing in front of a girl, asking her
to trust him again. But has he really changed? Not only is
her head in a spin over Shane, but now her job's on the
line and her fiance wants to move their wedding up to just
six weeks away. Is this going to be a case of a runaway
bride?

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447269731

Into the Fire

Fair Helen

Peter Liney

Andrew Greig

Having escaped the Island - a wasteland that housed
those no longer able to contribute to society - ageing 'Big
Guy' Clancy thought his fight was over. But they have
returned to the mainland to find that it is not the haven
they anticipated. With the punishment satellites that kept
them on the Island - and the city under control - gone, hell
has been unleashed. A mysterious organisation has
begun to decimate the population; those it doesn't kill
outright are herded into the streets and then set free to run
- for the richand powerful to hunt. Clancy is about to
discover that his work is far from over. The fires of hell
don't burn much hotter than this.

Jo Fletcher Books • HB • Science Fiction

9781782060369

$39.99

Child Eater

Quercus • PB • Historical Fiction

9781782066736

$19.99

Karin Altenberg

On Earth, the Wisdom family has always striven to be
more normal than normal. But Simon Wisdom, the
youngest child, is far from normal: he can see the souls of
the dead. And now the ghosts of children are begging him
to help them, as they face something worse than death.
The only problem is, he doesn't know how. In a far-away
land of magic and legends, Matyas has dragged himself
up from the gutter and inveigled his way into the Wizards'
college. In time, he will become more powerful than all of
them - but will his quest blind him to the needs of others?
For Matyas can also hear the children crying. But neither
can save the children alone, for the child eater is preying
on two worlds . . .

Jo Fletcher Books • HB • Fantasy

$34.99

A Mersey Mile

Steeped in its bleak and beautiful landscape, Mortford is a
place of secrets and memories: of bitter divisions and
shattered dreams. Returning to this Dartmoor village
where he grew up, Gabriel attempts to come to terms with
what he lost as a boy so long ago. Slowly the mysteries
hidden in this small community on the edge of the moors
begin to unravel. But one of Gabriel's memories remains
sharper than all the others: that of his boyhood friend
Michael, the tenderness of their first summers and the
violent betrayal that destroyed it. And, intruding on his selfenforced isolation, the beautiful Mrs Sarobi, meddling
Doris Ludgate and the frightful spectre of Jim of Blackaton
will become bound in with Gabriel's search for acceptance
and the possibility of love.

Quercus • HB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781780877150

$39.99

Into a Raging Blaze

Ruth Hamilton

Andreas Norman

In 1955 Scotland Road residents fear for their futures
when government plans threaten to demolish their road
and tear apart their community. Polly's Parlour cafe is the
centre for action, where strategies are formed to fight
back. But when local priest Father Brennan attacks little
Billy Blunt, minds are instead turned to vengeance. Frank
Charleson, business entrepreneur turned local hero after
saving Billy's life, finds himself increasingly fond of Polly
Kennedy. But his past won't leave him. After his mother's
harsh behaviour towards his previous wife, can he put
Polly through the same?

Pan • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9781447209485

The Scottish Borderlands, 1590s. Harry Langton is called
back to the country of his childhood to aide an old friend,
Adam Fleming, who believes his life is indanger. He's
fallen for Helen of Annandale and, in turn, fallen foul of her
rival: a man as violent as he is influential. In a land where
minor lairds vie for power and blood feuds are settled by
the sword, Fleming faces a battle to win Helen's hand.
Entrusted as guard to the lovers' secret trysts, Langton is
thrust into the middle of a dangerous triangle; and
discovers Helen is not so chaste as she is fair. But
Langton has his own secrets to keep - and other friends to
serve.

Breaking Light

Rachel Pollack

9781848663220

$19.99

$19.99

Carina Dymek is on a fast track for promotion at the
Swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, when she is
approached by a stranger and given a USB stick
containing a report to circulate in her department.
Unwittingly, she delivers a time-bomb of classified
information that destroys her career and puts her on the
radar of the security service, SÄPO. Tasked with
discovering how Dymek gained access to the confidential
report, the formidable Bente Jensen of SÄPO begins
investigating her background and finds that Dymek's
boyfriend Jamal is an Egyptian Swedish national. But
British MI6 have a vested interest in the leak, and they're
quick to muscle in. When they uncover evidence that links
Jamal's family to an extreme faction within the Muslim
Brotherhood, SÄPO is forced to bow to their command to
track him down.

Quercus • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781782066033

$34.99

The Trident Deception

Players

Rick Campbell

Karen Swan

The USS Kentucky - a Trident ballistic missile submarine
carrying a full complement of 192 nuclear warheads - is
about to go on a routine patrol. Not long after it reaches
the open sea, however, the Kentucky receives a launch
order. After receiving that launch order, it is cut off from all
counter-orders and disappears into the Pacific while it
makes the eight-day transit to the launch site. What the
Kentucky's crew doesn't know is that those launch orders
haven't actually come from the U.S. government. Rogue
elements within the Mossad have learned that Iran has
developed its first nuclear weapon and, in ten days, will
detonate it - and the target is Israel.

St Martin's Press • HB • Thriller / Suspense

9781250039019

$34.99

Prima Donna

Macmillan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

$29.99

Empire's Crossroads
Carrie Gibson

$29.99

Three years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the writer
Christa Wolf was granted access to her newly declassified
Stasi files. Known for her defiance and outspokenness,
Wolf was not especially surprised to discover forty-two
volumes of documents produced by the East German
secret police. But what was surprising was a thin green
folder whose contents told an unfamiliar - and disturbing story: in the early 1960s, Wolf herself had been an
informant for the Communist government. And yet, thirty
years on, she had absolutely no recollection of it. Wolf's
extraordinary autobiographical final novel is an account of
what it was like to reckon with such a shocking discovery.

Farrar Straus Giroux • PB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

9780374534295

$19.99

In Plain Sight: The Life and Lies of Jimmy Savile
Dan Davies

In October 1492, an Italian-born, Spanish-funded
navigator discovered a new world, thousands of miles
across the Atlantic Ocean. In Empire's Crossroads, Carrie
Gibson, unfolds the story of the Caribbean from
Columbus's first landing on the island he named San
Salvador to today's islands - largely independent, but often
still in thrall to Europe and America's insatiable desire for
tropical luxuries. From the early years of settlement to the
age of sugar and slavery, during which vast riches were
generated for Europeans through the enforced labour of
millions of enslaved Africans, to the great slave rebellions
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the long,
slow progress towards independence in the modern era,
Gibson offers a vivid, panoramic view of this complex and
contradictory region.

Macmillan • HB • Regional & National History

$44.99

The Flexible Golf Swing
Roger Fredericks

Dan Davies has spent more than twenty-five years on a
quest to find the real Jimmy Savile, and interviewed him
extensively over a period of seven years before his death.
In the course of his quest, he spent days and nights at a
time quizzing Savile at his homes in Leeds and
Scarborough, lunched with him at venues ranging from
humble transport cafes to the Athenaeum club in London
and, most memorably, joined him for a cruise aboard the
QE2. Dan thought his quest had come to an end in
October 2011 when Savile's golden coffin was lowered
into a grave dug at a 45-degree angle in a Scarborough
cemetery. He was wrong. In the last twenty-four months,
Dan has been interviewing scores of people, many of
them unobtainable while Jimmy was alive. What he has
discovered was that his instincts were right all along and
behind the mask lay a hideous truth.

Quercus • HB • Biography: General

9781782067436

$39.99

The Nightmare Affair
Mindee Arnett

For more than 400 years, the secret of the golf swing has
been one of the most fascinating and frustrating mysteries
known to mankind. Despite remarkable advances in golf
club technology, golf instruction, and golf course
conditioning, the average golfer's handicap hasn't
changed in the past 30 years. Not coincidentally, the
nation as a whole is becoming less healthy due to the
sedentary lifestyle that is harming our bodies at an
alarming rate. We are then taking our dysfunctional bodies
to the golf course. Roger Fredericks, a leading golf
instructor and golf fitness pioneer who has worked with the
likes of Jack Nicklaus, Gary Player, and Arnold Palmer,
takes readers on a step-by-step journey to explain
precisely why golfers have a hard time improving and
more importantly, what to do about it.

Rodale • PB • Golf

9781623361396

9781447265160
Christa Wolf

Pia Soto is the sexy and glamorous prima ballerina, the
Brazilian bombshell who's shaking up the ballet world with
her outrageous behaviour. She's wild and precocious, and
she's a survivor. She's determined that no man will ever
control her destiny. But ruthless financier Will Silk has Pia
in his sights, and has other ideas ... Sophie O'Farrell is
Pia's hapless, gawky assistant, the girl-next-door to Pia's
Prima Donna, always either falling in love with the wrong
man or just falling over. Sophie sets her own dreams aside
to pick up the debris in Pia's wake, but she's no angel.
When a devastating accident threatens to cut short Pia's
illustrious career, Sophie has to step out of the shadows
and face up to the demons in her own life.

9780230766174

Macmillan • TPB • Modern & Contemporary Fiction (Post C 1945)

City of Angels: or, The Overcoat of Dr. Freud

Karen Swan

9781447265177

Harry Hunter is the new golden boy of the literary scene.
With his books selling by the millions, the paparazzi on his
tail, and a supermodel on each arm, he seems to have the
world at his feet. Women all over the globe adore him but
few suspect that his angelic looks hide a darker side, a
side that conceals a lifetime of lies and deceit. Tor, Cress
and Kate have been best friends for as long as they can
remember. Through all the challenges of marriage, raising
children and maintaining their high-flying careers, they
have stuck together as a powerful and loyal force to be
reckoned with - living proof that twenty-first-century
women can have it all, and do. It is only when the
captivating Harry comes into their lives that things begin to
get complicated, as Tor, Cress and Kate are drawn into
Harry's dangerous games . . .

The Nightmare Affair is the first in the gripping Arkwell
Academy trilogy by Mindee Arnett. Sixteen-year-old Dusty
Everhart breaks into houses late at night, but not because
she's a criminal. No, she's a Nightmare. Literally. Being
the only Nightmare at Arkwell Academy, a boarding school
for magickind, and living in the shadow of her mother's
infamy, is hard enough. But when Dusty sneaks into Eli
Booker's house, things get a whole lot more complicated.
He's hot, which means sitting on his chest and invading
his dreams couldn't get much more embarrassing. But it
does. Eli is dreaming of a murder. Then Eli's dream comes
true. Now Dusty has to follow the clues - both within Eli's
dreams and out of them - to stop the killer before more
people turn up dead.

Tor Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

$24.99

9780765333360

$14.99

The Penguin in Lost Property
Jan Dean

Brian Moses

A fantastic collection of brand-new poems featuring a
whole world of animals, birds and fish, including but not
limited to penguins, cats, zebras, stick insects, dogs,
salmon, crabs, giraffes, cows, eels, snails and lions, from
two brilliant, funny and inspiring poets.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

9781447248583

Brian Moses' School Report

$9.99

A fantastic collection of school poems from Brian Moses
that will delight pupils, teachers and parents alike. Find out
what goes on behind the staffroom door, join in at
playtime, see what is in the mysterious lost-property box,
go on the school trip, and discover what teachers do in
their spare time - and that's just the beginning of the
school adventure in this brilliant collection of poems from
the hugely talented Brian Moses.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Poetry (Children's / Teenage)

9781447254645

$12.99

